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What I said this would be about
Griffith University received funding under the DEST Workplace Productivity Program in 
relation to the reporting of Strategic Plan Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) via a 
Datawarehouse, to be delivered by end March 2008. The internal task was to deliver 
KPIs by end October 2007 and build on from there in relation to encompassing 
extractions from key administrative systems since we were still relatively speaking inextractions from key administrative systems since we were still, relatively speaking, in 
the early stages of developing a Datawarehouse.  Generally, it would be expected that 
a Datawarehouse development would probably start the other way around ie system 
extracts first then KPIs. This presentation will encompass why we proceeded this way, 
how we  endeavoured to ascertain and 'hit the right buttons' with Senior Executive who 
had sign-off, whilst aiming to have significant 'value-add' from the way we had reported 
KPIs. SAS Strategic Performance Management (SPM) software was chosen to 
facilitate this task in that it nicely integrates with our SAS datawarehouse toolset andfacilitate this task in that it nicely integrates with our SAS datawarehouse toolset and 
has flexible reporting capabilities. We'll be demonstrating what we've achieved so far, 
including outlining some of the SAS SPM capabilities, and outline our experiences 
along the way that have relevance for other universities.
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What’s changed
Griffith University needed more than the DEST Workplace Productivity 
Program funding to report Strategic Plan Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) via 
a Datawarehouse, to be delivered by end March 2008. The internal task is now
t d li KPI b d D b 2007 d b ild f th ito deliver some KPIs by end December 2007 and build on from there in 
relation to encompassing extractions from key administrative systems. This 
presentation will encompass why started with KPIs, how we  endeavoured to 
ascertain and 'hit the right buttons' with Senior Executive who had sign-off,ascertain and hit the right buttons  with Senior Executive who had sign off, 
whilst aiming to have significant 'value-add' from the way we had reported KPIs. 
SAS Strategic Performance Management (SPM) software was (almost not)
chosen to facilitate this task. We'll be demonstrating the demo we presented 
to Senior Executives, including outlining some of the SAS SPM capabilities, 
and outline our experiences along the way that have relevance for other unis.
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Overview
• Why a Datawarehouse
• What have we done so far• What have we done so far
• DEST WPP Funding
• KPIs Approach• KPIs Approach
• SAS SPM – Proof of Concept
• Lessons Learnt• Lessons Learnt
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Why a Datawarehouse
• The Vice-Chancellor wanted one!
• Single source of truthg
• Wider accessibility of data
• Elimination of dependency on individual personnel, 

ti d d t i l tiexpertise and data manipulation
• Common approach to definition & calculation
• Greater transparencyGreater transparency
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What have we done so far
• Datawarehouse Proof of Concept was Evaluations data 

ie results for student evaluation of teachers and student 
evaluation of courses

• Links to staff system data - % staff evaluated
• Links to student system data % of courses evaluated• Links to student system data - % of courses evaluated
• Went into Production in June 2007
• See Catherine’s presentation tomorrow for more…..p
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DEST WPP Funding
• In 2006 Griffith received $1.6m of DEST WPP 

funding, of which $700,000 was for producing 
St t i Pl KPI f d t hStrategic Plan KPIs from a datawarehouse

• In addition to above datawarehouse objectives 
- Alignment of Strategic and Operational KPI’sAlignment of Strategic and Operational KPI s
- Alignment of Annual and Monthly Reporting 
processes for the University and Group 
M t iManagement views
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KPIs Approach
• Griffith’s Strategic Plan has a focus on becoming 

one of Australia’s top 10 universities by 2010one of Australia s top 10 universities by 2010
• Source from datasets to start NOT live systems
• Value-add from how KPIs are currently presentedValue add from how KPIs are currently presented
• Consultancy to lower risk
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Questions/Discussion
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